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This briefing, the nineteenth in the Policy Briefing series, examines the Welfare 
Reform Act 2012. It explains the policy landscape around Welfare Reform, the 
legislation, explores how local government overview and scrutiny can address 
those issues raised the reforms and the impact on local government. 
 
In this policy briefing we have presented case study examples of activities being 
undertaken by a number of authorities. We have also highlighted the fact that 
DWP are keen for overview and scrutiny at local level to carry out research into 
the effects of the welfare reforms (both within the council, and on local residents) 
to be fed back into DWP’s own planning processes. It goes without saying that 
the content of this briefing reflects CfPS’s own analysis of the reform package.  
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Welfare reform  

1.  Introduction and background 
 
Plans by Labour 
 
1.1  The Welfare Reform Act 2012 has its origins in the work of Frank Field 

MP, the Minister for Welfare Reform in the early years of the Labour 
Government. His 1998 Green Paper set out eight key principles for 
welfare reform:  

 
• Encourage people of working age to work 
• People are insured against foreseeable risks, and make provision for 

their retirement  
• Provide public services of high quality as benefits  
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• The disabled should get the support they need to lead a fulfilling life with 
dignity  

• The system should support families and children  
• Tackle social exclusion and help those in poverty  
• The system should encourage openness and honesty and the gateways 

to benefit should be clear and enforceable  
• The system of delivering modern welfare should be flexible, efficient and 

easy for people to use1  
 
1.2  While Frank Field’s Green Paper did not itself lead to concrete reforms,  

Labour’s reforms included Working Family Tax Credits and Child Tax 
Credits as a mechanism to help people back into the workplace, Sure 
Start Centres to help children have the best start in life and New Deal for 
Communities to regenerate deprived neighbourhoods. Labour also made 
changes to welfare benefits and pensions, but these can be regarded as 
piecemeal rather that major reforms. 

 
Plans by the Conservatives 
 
1.3  Whilst in opposition the Conservative Party, under the direction of Ian 

Duncan-Smith MP, undertook a review of the system of welfare and 
benefits in the United Kingdom; involving the work of Frank Field. The 
Centre for Social Justice was established by Mr. Duncan-Smith to push 
forward this agenda, and its 2009 report Breakthrough Britain, Dynamic 
Benefits, Towards Welfare that Works outlined the purpose of the current 
welfare system, but also identified three disadvantages: 

 
The benefits system exists to relieve the effects of unemployment, and to make 
life without work less difficult. It also plays a central role in the economic choices 
made by the poorest in society. However, it has three main failings which directly 
contribute to the rising levels of social breakdown in the country’s most 
disadvantaged communities: 

 
1. It disincentivises work: the swift withdrawal of benefits, offsetting any earnings 
from work, punishes the lowest earners trying to earn more. It makes leaving 
welfare a risky proposition; 
2. It imposes penalties on desirable behaviour apart from work – such as 
marriage and cohabitation, saving, and home ownership; 
3. It is very complex – making it costly to administer and reinforcing 
dependency2. 

 

                                                 
1Department of Social Security (1998) New ambitions for our country: a new contract for welfare, 
Cm 3805, HMSO, London.  
2 The Centre for Social Justice (2009) Breakthrough Britain, Dynamic Benefits, Towards Welfare 
that Works, Executive Summary London: The Centre for Social Justice, p.4 
http://www.centreforsocialjustice.org.uk/client/downloads/CSJ%20Dynamic%20Benefits%20exec
%20WEB%20NEW.pdf 
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1.4  Immediately after the general election the Coalition government published 
the 2010 consultation paper 21st Century Welfare, which stated that 
despite reforms by successive governments there has been a failure to 
address the: 

 
• Rising costs of welfare 
• High rates of welfare dependency and poverty 
• Structure and rules that promote negative rather than positive behaviour 
• Poor work incentives (for some groups) 
• Complexity of the system. 

 
1.5  Following the consultation the coalition government set out in the 2010 

White Paper Universal Credit: Welfare that Works plans to reform the 
welfare system by creating a new Universal Credit (UC)3. As described 
above successive governments have used the welfare system to meet 
changing economic and social circumstances, which as resulted in “an 
array of benefits, each with its own rules and criteria, interacting in 
complicated ways, creating perverse incentives and penalties, confusion, 
and administrative cost” 4. Therefore, Universal Credit would simplify the 
benefit system and be designed to help people back into work.  

 
2. The Welfare Reform Act 2012 
 
The Bill’s progress through Parliament 
 
2.1  There was much debate about the Welfare Reform Bill with the main 

opposition to the Welfare Reform Bill came from the House of Lords who 
defeated the government on various issues. Criticism also came from the 
Joint Committee on Human Rights, a cross-party committee on which both 
MPs and Peers sit. Amongst other things, Peers objected to: 

 
• The level of charges for using the Child Support Agency; 
• Including Child Benefit in the Benefit Cap (the cap of £26,000 

above which benefits will not be paid); 
• Limiting contribution-based Employment Support Allowance (ESA) 

to 12 months; 
• ‘penalising’ social housing tenants for having one or more ‘under-

occupied’ bedroom; 
• Reducing the lower rate of Disability Living Allowance (DLA) for 

children..  
                                                 
3 The Department for Work and Pensions do not use the abbreviation “UC” to describe Universal 
Credit, always printing the phrase in full. This briefing uses the abbreviation to avoid unnecessary 
repetition.  
4 Department for Work and Pensions (2010) Universal Credit Welfare that Works London: The 
Stationary Office (Cm. 7957) (page, 7). 
http://www.dwp.gov.uk/docs/universal-credit-full-document.pdf 
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2.2 However the amendments proposed by the Lords were defeated by the 

Commons, or withdrawn in the Lords in the face of likely defeat. Indeed 
the Labour party supported the benefit cap in principle but argued for local 
caps independently set by a commission. Labour MP Liam Byrne said 
there were "dangerous flaws" in the "one-cap-fits-all approach"5.  
 Labour also said that reform plans concentrated on the 
simplification of the benefit system without addressing the need for jobs. 
Douglas Alexander MP, Labour's Shadow Work and Pensions Secretary 
said of the Act, “A welcome but too exclusive focus on the promise of a 
simpler benefit system tomorrow, marginalises the most pressing priority 
which is work today6.”  

 
2.3 There has been concern about the impact of the Act from those in local 

government. Barnsley MBC7, for example, has estimated that benefit 
reform will reduce the income into their area by £33.2 million a year, 
requiring the creation of 3,160 additional jobs to compensate, in terms of 
income into the area. Other possible impacts could include: 

 
• Residents’ ability to pay for council services 
• Increased eligibility financial assistance (e.g. care) 
• Increases in arrears (e.g. as council tax)  
• Migration to cheaper areas (particularly from London) deepening 

deprivation  
• Impacting on services for homelessness, schools (in terms of internal 

migration), and adult social care; 
• Indirect impacts related to issues such as nutrition, child welfare and 

health, poor lifestyles, and poor housing conditions 
 
The Act in detail 
 
2.4  Universal Credit - UC will be an integrated working-age allowance with 

additional elements for children, disability, housing and caring to supports 
people both in and out of work. It will replace Working Tax Credit, Child 
Tax Credit, Housing Benefit, Income Support, income-based Jobseeker’s 
Allowance and income-related ESA. It will be calculated and delivered 
electronically, automatically adjusting credit payments according to 
monthly income.  It requires unemployed people who can work to take all 
reasonable steps to find and move into employment and will improve 
financial work incentives by ensuring that support is reduced at a 
consistent and managed rate. A taper rate for UC will be applied and for 

                                                 
5http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-16825646 
6http://www2.labour.org.uk/protecting-better-demanding-more-labours-approach 
7http://www.barnsley.gov.uk/news-and-events/news/2012/january/potential-impact-of-welfare-
reform/  
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every extra £1 earned, 65p of benefits will be taken away, leaving the 
claimant 35p. The Government believes this will give claimants a financial 
incentive to return to work. It will be managed by the Department for Work 
and Pensions (DWP) as opposed to the different government departments 
who manage the benefits which it replaces, which, it is claimed, will 
reduce the chances of fraud entering the system and will cut down on 
error as it will be much easier to understand and administer8. DWP also 
assert that administration costs will be lessened by UC being managed 
digitally by default (ie normally requiring applicants to make claims online) 
and by the nature of it being a single benefit, therefore reducing 
complexity and opportunities for confusion.  

 
2.5 UC will be introduced between October 2013 and 2017. It will be paid 

directly to claimants every month and administered online. Instead of 
being paid to individuals (as benefits are at the moment), UC will be paid 
to households9. Some have suggested that this will place one person (the 
person to whom the payments are made) in a position of power over 
others in the household10. However, DWP are planning to create an 
“exceptions” framework which will be used to establish under which 
circumstances it will not be appropriate to make payments by household, 
or where other rules relating to UC might not apply11.  

 
2.6 Local authorities will need to consider the impact on revenue and benefit 

teams and their role in assessing and delivering council tax and housing 
benefits, which may require negotiations with third party companies where 
they are currently outsourced. Monthly payment of UC will impact on the 
collection of social housing rents where tenants pay weekly, and if they 
have other commitments such as school meals, council tax, and rent 
arrears.  Councils have also raised the need for significant investment in 
advice services for local people as the changes are introduced.  

 
2.7 The timetable for implementation of Universal Credit12 is: 
 
October 2013 to April 
2014 
 

All new claims for out-of-work support are treated as claims 
to Universal Credit. No new Jobseeker’s Allowance, 
Employment and Support Allowance, Income Support and 
Housing Benefit claims will be accepted. Customers 
transitioning from out-of-work benefits into work will move 

                                                 
8http://www.dwp.gov.uk/docs/universal-credit-executive-summary.pdf  
9 12 million individual claimants will be converted to 8 million household claimants over the 2013-
2017 transitional period 
10 The Women’s Budget Group have highlighted this in the context of gender equality - 
http://wbg.org.uk/pdfs/Universal-Credit-payment-issues-Sept-2011-revised.pdf  
11 Written evidence submitted by DWP to Work and Pensions Select Committee, HC 576, Session 
2012-13, at sub-heading “Entitlement Conditions” - 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmworpen/writev/576/m32.htm  
12 http://www.dwp.gov.uk/docs/universal-credit-full-document.pdf 
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onto Universal Credit if they are eligible. 
April 2014 No new claims are made to Tax Credits 
April 2014 to 
October 2017 
 

Transfer of existing cases to Universal Credit 

 
A number of authorities in the north-west have been chosen to pilot the 
new arrangements, including a “demonstration project” for Direct 
Payments, which will mean tenants paying their social rents directly rather 
than having the money deducted from their benefits.  

 
2.8 Tougher Penalties for Fraud Offences - there will be tougher penalties for 

fraudulent claims for benefit. They will incur a minimum administrative 
payment of £350 or 50% of the overpayment, whichever is higher, from 
May 2012. Also from October 2012 a new £50 civil penalty for claimant 
error that results in an overpayment as a result of negligence or failure will 
be introduced. Finally, there will be an extended loss of benefit of up to 
three years for offences which result in a conviction13.  

 
2.9 Benefit cap- From 2013 the Government will introduce a cap on the total 

amount of benefits that working-age people can receive so that 
households on working-age benefits can no longer receive more in 
benefits than the average wage for working families. It is estimated that 
the cap will be set at £500 per week (£26,000 a year) for couple and 
single parent households and the cap will be set at £350 per week 
(£18,000 a year) for single adult households without children14. This is 
intended to improve work incentives – the Government has stated that it 
wish to send out a clear signal that the benefit system is not intended to 
keep people in long-term worklessness.15 It is predicted that the cap will 
provide savings of £290m in 2013/14 and £330m in 2014/15 (cash terms) 
or £275m in 2013/14 and £305m in 2014/15 (at 2011/12 prices).16 The 
cap will firstly be imposed by the reduction in housing benefits, and 
subsequently by UC once it is fully implemented. 

 
2.10 It is proposed that, initially through the changes to Housing Benefit, and 

then through Universal Credit, couples and lone parent workless 
households will have their benefits limited to £500 p.w. and single person 
workless households to £350 p.w. This may result in: 

 
• Migration of residents to cheaper localities; 
• Increased use of bed-and-breakfast and temporary accommodation; 

                                                 
13 http://www.dwp.gov.uk/newsroom/press-releases/2012/mar-2012/dwp023-12.shtml 
14http://www.dwp.gov.uk/policy/disability/welfare-reform-bill-2011-and-disabled/  
15Household Benefit Cap Equality impact assessment October 2011 
http://www.dwp.gov.uk/docs/eia-benefit-cap-wr2011.pdf  
16http://www.dwp.gov.uk/newsroom/press-releases/2012/mar-2012/dwp023-12.shtml 
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• Overcrowding in cheaper accommodation. 
 
2.11 Local Housing Allowance- Local Housing Allowance is used to work out 

how much Housing Benefit can be awarded to someone renting a property 
or room from a private landlord. The amount depends on where the 
claimant lives and who lives with them. The rate of LHA is set for different 
types of accommodation in each area and whether the claimant is 
occupying a single room or a property with four bedrooms17. Any increase 
in the LHA will now be determined annually by rent officer review or the 
consumer price index, which ever is the lowest18. The Government hopes 
that through their strategic housing role councils can influence rents and 
keep them at more affordable levels. 

 
2.12 Underoccupancy of Social Housing - It is intended to introduce size criteria 

for new and existing working age Housing Benefit claimants living in the 
social rented sector. This is to encourage greater mobility within the social 
rented sector, make better use of available social housing stock and 
improve work-incentives for working age claimants.  

 
2.13 Where there is underoccupancy of a house (ie, where the existing tenants 

are not making use of all the space available, for example where an 
elderly couple, living on their own, occupy a four bedroom house that was 
allocated to them when their children lived with them) there will be a 
reduction in benefits, which may require people to move property. This 
could be a problem for local authorities if there is an insufficient supply of 
properties to meet the demand and individual circumstances of the 
residents.  

 
2.14 On 1 April 2013 social housing tenants who have unoccupied bedrooms 

will see their Housing Benefit reduce by:  
 

• 14% where there is under occupying of one bedroom  
• 25% where there is under occupying by two or more bedrooms.19 

 
2.15 Council Tax - Currently local authorities administer Council Tax Benefit to 

those eligible people who pay Council Tax based on nationally defined 
criteria. The Local Government Finance Bill 2011 localises council tax 
support by requiring local authorities to have their own council tax benefit 
scheme by 31 January 2013 and help reduce the cost of council tax 
benefit by 10%20.  Therefore local authorities will determine the priorities 

                                                 
 
18http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/MoneyTaxAndBenefits/BenefitsTaxCreditsAndOtherSupport/On_a_l
ow_income/DG_10018928 
19http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/MoneyTaxAndBenefits/BenefitsTaxCreditsAndOtherSupport/On_a_l
ow_income/DG_10018928  
20http://www.communities.gov.uk/documents/localgovernment/pdf/2146581.pdf  
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of their own local communities when determining the amount of support 
for vulnerable and low income households to meet their Council Ta

21
x 

bills.   

2.16 

 It has also 
been suggested that collection rates for council tax could fall.  

2.17 

 
Local authorities will have the responsibility for deciding relief from local 
taxation; however the local authorities are facing a 10% reduction in 
funding for council tax support. If they are to protect pensioners and the 
vulnerable they need to make savings in other areas to make up for the 
10% reduction. As these changes need to be implemented by April 2013 
local authorities need to develop localised schemes and regulations for 
then and future years as the council tax burden increases.22

 
The Personal Independence Payment - Personal Independence Payments 
(PIP) will replace the Disability Living Allowance (DLA). Currently DLA is 
payable to claimants whether in work or not. They have a physical or 
mental disability, or both and which is severe enough for them to need 
help caring for themselves or to help there mobility; therefore there is a  
care component and a mobility component23.  The PIP is also payable in 
and out of work and is for disabled people aged 16 to 64. The PIP will also 
consist of two components: a Daily Living component and a Mobility 
component. Each of these components will have two rates, a standard 
rate and an enhanced rate based on the claimants physical or mental 
condition. for the help they may need because of your condition or 
disability not because you are disabled. Significantly there will be no 
automatic transfer from one benefit to the other; those receiving DLA will 
have to make a fresh claim for PIP and be reassessed in line with its new 
entitlement criteria.24.  

2.18 

bstantial” care 
needs that many councils make a commitment to support.  

2.19 

 
DLA will be replaced by the PIP by April 2013 with a 20% reduction in the 
budget, and as such local authorities will be increasingly relied upon to 
provide services that former recipients of DLA will no longer be able to 
afford, where they fall under the category of “critical” and “su

 
Social Fund - At present DWP administers the Social Fund, to which 
claimants are able to apply for Community Care Grants, Budgeting Loans  
and Crisis Loans. Claimants are able to apply grants or interest free loans 
when they need help when they are facing a crisis; a significant change in 

                                                 
21 http://www.dwp.gov.uk/docs/universal-credit-chapter2.pdf 
22 http://www.local.gov.uk/web/guest/local-government-finance-bill/-
/journal_content/56/10171/3573873/ARTICLE-TEMPLATE 
23http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/moneytaxandbenefits/benefitstaxcreditsandothersupport/disabledpe
ople/dg_10018702 
 
24http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/MoneyTaxAndBenefits/BenefitsTaxCreditsAndOtherSupport/Disable
dpeople/DG_201317 
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their circumstances (e.g. being released from prison or social care) or to 
pay for furniture, clothes and travel The welfare reforms transfer 
responsibility for the Social Fund to unitary and upper-tier local authorities 
in England who will administer a non-ringfenced grant that replaces 
community care grants and crisis loans. Councils may want to design their 
own scheme to help the vulnerable based on local need; which could be 
cash or household goods. Budgeting loans will be replaced by advances 
of nationally administered benefits, which is similar to the current system. 
Naturally, the passing of the responsibility for administering the social fund 
to local government will increase the administrative cost for councils.   

2.20 
 

Child Maintenance - Parents on income-related benefits who live apart 
from their children are to have the amount of child maintenance they must 
pay increased from £5 to £10 per week. The change will apply to clients of 
the new statutory child maintenance scheme. 25 

2.21 
 

Employment and Support Allowance- Claimants receive contribution-
based ESA if they have limited capability for work and have paid enough 
National Insurance contributions. Income-related ESA is paid to people in 
the same circumstances, but it is dependent upon their income and 
savings. The Government is now limiting the payment of contributory ESA 
to a 12-month period. If claimants already have an underlying entitlement 
to income-related ESA, they will be automatically moved onto this when 
their contribution-based ESA ends. 26 

.  Challenges and opportunities for scrutiny  

3.1  

 

will be 
made available from central Government to assist in this process.  

ain opportunities

 
3
 

As noted above, the Government is placing more responsibility onto local 
authorities, families and individuals for setting their own priorities and 
ensuring they can support themselves as providers or users of services.  
Whilst the immediate impact on local authorities and their residents is the 
reduction in personal, family and council income, the examples give by the 
LGA and the councils show that the reforms will potentially have a wide 
ranging impact on all aspects of local authority work: as service and 
information providers; partners with the voluntary and community sectors; 
influencers of social and private landlords and their relationship with 
residents as their role evolves with new responsibilities. DWP plans to 
work closely with local authorities to manage the transition process 
between now and 2017, but it is unclear whether extra funding 

 
M  

                                                

 

 
25http://www.dwp.gov.uk/newsroom/press-releases/2012/jul-2012/dwp071-12.shtml 
26 http://www.dwp.gov.uk/adviser/updates/changes-to-contribution/#contribution 
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3.2  

re impacts of the changes. Scrutiny can help to bring 
together evidence on these issues to develop a cross-party response to 

 
3.3 

e different, and complementary, approaches that scrutiny 
can take – depending on how the executive might itself be investigating 

 
ners (changing 

 nationally and locally, 
focusing in on one particular area of policy to recommend specific 

 

er to 
establish a way to ensure that the learning from this work is fed back into 

 
3.5  

d its 
partners. Evidence was taken from housing and landlord associations, 

 
                                                

The opportunities for Scrutiny link closely with the scope and complexity of 
the welfare reforms.  The potential impact on councils and their residents 
and the pace at which some of the changes are occurring require a 
response from the whole council (Members and officers) as well as 
partners, the private, public and voluntary sectors and the public. The 
scope of change is significant and wide-ranging, and requires reviews of 
existing internal and external provision of services as well as an 
assessment of futu

these challenges.  

In this context, trying to carry out a piece of work on “the effect of the 
reforms” may simply be too broad a topic to undertake successfully. Below 
we suggest thre

similar issues.  
 
3.4 The three opportunities are: 

• Looking at the internal impact on the council and its part
business processes, and so on); 

• Looking at the general impact on the wider community; 
• Basied on an understanding of the impacts,

actions to mitigate the effects of the changes.  

The DWP is keen to see O&S carrying out these kinds of investigations 
into impacts and effects, and CfPS and DWP are working to togeth

DWP’s approach to the transition process between now and 201727.  

The scrutiny functions of a number of councils are beginning to investigate 
how benefit reform will impact upon their local areas. For example, in 
Sevenoaks28, a scrutiny board has been established to explore Universal 
Credit – how it will work, the challenges for the council internally, others 
who are likely to be affected and the ways that the council should prepare 
for those changes – particularly in the context of the need to ensure that 
services are accessible to local people. This is an example of an authority 
looking at the transactional impact of the changes – on the council an

CABx, charities, JobCentre Plus employees and staff from the DWP.  

 
27 Further to discussions with DWP at a meeting of the National Overview and Scrutiny Forum, 11 July 
2012 
28 http://cds.sevenoaks.gov.uk/documents/s6312/Item%2008%20-
%20Universal%20Credit%20Indepth%20Scrutiny%20Update.pdf 
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3.6   

ng benefit records for over 200,000 workless households, from a 
representative sample of twelve London boroughs. The research found 

 
 with 

ir rent; 

ge loss across London for households is £105; 
ousing affordability in 

account of the high rents in London; 

develop a collective model for monitoring 
and projecting the effects of the welfare reforms, and develop cross-

 
3.7 

uld have on housing provision in Bristol, 
by undertaking two “inquiry days” in which key stakeholders and expert 

 
.8 Amongst other recommendations, the review made particular suggestions 

pressures on those levels); 

                                                

An alternative tack is to look at the particular impact of the changes on 
part of the general population. This is a significant and time-consuming 
task. London Councils29 carried out a review (not led by scrutiny 
members but by the association’s leadership), which involved the 
commissioning of consultants to carry out a detailed quantitative analysis 
housi

that: 

• The UC cap has a much more significant impact on families
children and in particular on larger families; 

• 1 in 5 families with one child would be unable to afford the
• 1 in 4 families with two children would be unable to afford their rentl 
• The avera
• It will have a disproportionate impact on h

London; 
• It takes no 
• The extent and degree of impact on housing affordability could result in 

migration; 
• This will intensify unemployment and poverty in less affluent areas and 

increase socioeconomic polarisation across London; 
• London authorities should 

borough service networks. 

These impacts – which may or may not be replicated in other parts of the 
country – present a broad range of options for further scrutiny 
investigation. A focus on housing, for example, might lead to practical 
recommendations as to how the council and its partners can mitigate 
some of the effects on vulnerable tenants, for example. At Bristol City 
Council30, an inquiry into housing and welfare reforms looked particularly 
at the effects that the changes wo

witnesses could be interviewed.  

3
around the role of social landlords, suggesting that they: 

 
• Make better use of existing stock to help meet need; 
• Support existing tenants to address current housing needs (ie by 

understanding the current stock levels, and 

 
29 http://www.londoncouncils.gov.uk/London%20Councils/FINALREPORT091111v2.pdf  
30 
http://www.bristol.gov.uk/sites/default/files/documents/council_and_democracy/have_your_say/H
ousing%20and%20Welfare%20Reforms.pdf 
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• Providing new products to help meet housing need, such as providing 
management services to private landlords; 

• Effective co-ordination to mitigate the impact of the changes on 

 
3.9 

int for a highly targeted piece of work (as a 
result of which £50,000 is being made available to fund a local VCS body 

 
.10 There are a range of other topics that scrutiny could valuably investigate, 

 
tion of the Social Fund – for example, what criteria will the 

ystem be administered? 

r 

hanges with more long-term planning and 

he issues that 
ty, and how 

are services (see 2.17) 

to low cost 

• Adapting to the operational changes and costs of the changes to 
benefits, the localisation of CTB and the reform of the Social Fund32. 

particular groups (for example, the under-35s).  

Scrutiny might find itself looking at an even narrower area that will be 
affected by the reforms. For example, Hartlepool MBC31 carried out a 
review child poverty and financial inclusion (which did not directly 
reference the benefit reforms) which explored the impact of setting up a 
“furniture solutions scheme” to assist people in low incomes to get hold of 
household furniture and white goods without needing to resort to loans or 
expensive hire-purchase arrangements. This kind of review focuses on the 
very real impacts of poverty, using the strategic landscape of the benefits 
system as a jumping off po

to set up such a scheme).  

3
apart from the housing impacts. These include: 

• The localisa
council use to assess claimants, how will the s
(see 2.19) 

• The changes to council tax benefit (see 2.15) 
• Payments made directly to tenants rather than landlords – for example, 

how will tenants have to be supported to manage rent and othe
payments, what assistance may be necessary for RSLs, particularly in 
dealing with rent arrears relating to vulnerable people? (see 2.11-14) 

• Assess housing supply and demand with landlords and tenants – for 
example, linking in the c
regeneration strategies, and how underoccupancy will be dealt with 
sensitively (see 2.11-14) 

• The change from DLA to PIP – particularly dealing with t
may arise from a national reassessment of people’s eligibili
this may impact on adult social c

• Setting Local Housing Allowance and Council Tax Benefit  
• Helping  people back into work 
• Prepare for the migration of residents from high cost 

localities (i.e. the impact on housing, schools and other services). This 
may be local, regional or national migration (see xxxxxxx) 

                                                 
31 http://www.hartlepool.gov.uk/egov_downloads/19.08.11-_ScrutCoord_Agenda.pdf  
32 http://www.local.gov.uk/web/guest/briefings-and-responses/-
/journal_content/56/10171/3543598/ARTICLE-TEMPLATE 
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Main challenges 

Alongside the opportunities for 
 
3.11  scrutiny identified above, there are a 

number of challenges for any scrutiny function that seeks to carry out an 

 
3.12 

 able to give them sufficient information 
to engage with scrutiny without confusing them or making them 

: 

ing effectively with this complex topic;  

-cutting implications of the reforms (which might be 
desirable under certain circumstances, but which is certainly not 

entre for Public Scrutiny 
10 September 2012 
 

                                                                                                                                                

investigation into benefit reform.  

The wide range of partners, and members of the public, who have a stake 
in the reforms might make it difficult to carry out timely and proportionate 
work in a reasonable timescale – such stakeholders might include private 
and social landlords; voluntary and community sector organisations; the 
DWP and possibly other central government organisations (all 
organisations which might feel that scrutiny is seeking to hold them to 
account for the actions of others); other experts on welfare reform as a 
whole or the individual elements; and engaging the public who may be 
unaware of the reforms, and being

apprehensive about the changes. 
 
3.13 In addition, given the scale of the reforms, there are wider issues such as
 

• workloads of Members, in deal
• the feeling that the scrutiny work programme could be become 

dominated by benefit reform;  
• the perceived need to set up joint Scrutiny committees involving 

county, district and borough councils in order to properly take account 
of the cross

necessary); 
 
C
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